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The Sky This Month - Jun 2009

June 2009 features a pretty morning conjunction near the end of the month, Mercury and
Venus at greatest western elongation, few occultations, a couple of dual-shadow
opportunities with Jupiter, and the beginning of Summer, of course.

handout

Download a large version of the image GIF of the
Jun 2009 calendar (prepared by Blake).

Note the legend at the top-left of the calendar. I've
used icons such as an eyeball and binoculars to
indicate how your might view the celestial event,
what equipment you'll need.

Sun & Moon

The Sun - Sol moves from Taurus to Gemini. Is the

Sun finally coming out of hibernation? Sunspots
were recently spotted! Just in time for IYA. Time to
dust off the baader filter. Remember to keep eyes
on the NASA SOHO web site as well as
Spaceweather.

http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/
http://spaceweather.com/

Solstice occurs on 21 at approx 1:45 EDT. The
days start getting shorter again. Boo!

The Moon - Luna is full on 7 and new on 22.

There is a chance for a graze or occultation of Antares on 6! Get out the binos! Or vid
cam. There is a chance to see Lunar X at the end of the month. The Moon will join
Mercury, Venus, and Mars on 19 and should make a great photo op for early risers.

planets, large & dwarf
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Mercury - While the inner planet reveals lava

flows to Messenger, we might spot it at greatest
elongation on 13 in the morning.

Venus - A week before Mercury, Venus reaches

greatest western elongation.

Jupiter - The gas giant swings to and fro under

Neptune as it goes retrograde. June may prove
the best month to view Jupiter and its moons, after
midnight. There are 2 chances to view double
shadow transits: 9 and 16. Both in the morning.
Boo!

Saturn - Our (spoked) ringed planet is setting earlier and earlier. These are some of your

last chances to see the sights before it gets too close to the Sun. The rings will close
another degree over the month. There will be an interesting diamond shape of moons on
10. And try to catch the transiting shadow of Titan on 15. Sky & Telescope's JavaScript
moon calculator is handy.

http://www.skyandtelescope.com/

Pluto - Poor outcast Pluto. What's a little planet to do. It is at opposition on 23, about the

distance of Neptune, but in a busy part of the sky at mag 14.78. Good luck.

conjunctions

There are some interesting conjunctions in the
month. And not all are in the early morning. Yeh!

While Mercury is far from the Sun, it is close to the
Pleiades. Further west lie Mars and Venus. You
might also tag Aldebaran. Sounds like a photo op.
That same day, but at night time, Jupiter, Neptune,
and the Moon huddle together.

On 16, in the night sky, the Moon joins (3) Juno
and Uranus.

A spectacular conjunction begins on 19 as the Moon moves into the early morning sky.
Again, Mercury, the Pleiades, Mars, and Venus hover near the Sun. Look again on 20.

View the large image...

asteroid occultations

Not an exciting month for occultations.

Lilaea - On 19 at 1:42 AM EDT, (213) Lilaea will block a mag 11.9 star in Sagittarius for

about 12 seconds. Toronto is just on the fridge of the shadow. Unfortunately, the light
level will only drop 0.8 mag. The rank is 43.

Kreusa - This occultation has a very high rank, 97. The mag 11.5 star in Sagittarius will

be reduced by 1.4 mag for about 10 seconds on 29 at 2:32 AM EDT by (488) Kreusa.
You might try for this at the CAO.

Review asteroid occultations at Steve Preston's web site.

http://www.asteroidoccultation.com/

double stars

If the Moon is washing out comets and deep sky objects, on nights of clear seeing, you
might try for some double or multiple stars. At least 6% of stars brighter than mag 9 are
known to be double stars.

There are a few early summer favourites and a couple of new ones to try for noted with
the *** icon in the calendar on the reverse.
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Split Porrima! And view Spica in a new light.

rockets & robots

Shuttle Endeavor - STS-127 is at pad 39A. is to

launch on 13. The crew includes Julie Payette.
They're taking up more JAXA equipment for the
ISS. They'll join the expanded 6-member
expedition crew. Watch the launch on NASA TV or
on their web site.

RASC Toronto Centre members will be attending
the Shuttle launch. Follow their adventures via
Twitter. You don't need to create an account to
read a log.

ISS fly-overs for Toronto begin mid-month. But they're all in the morning. Boo.

The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) and Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing
Satellite (LCROSS) are set to launch on 17. The Toronto Centre, using the DDO, will be
assisting NASA!

http://twitter.com/rasc_sts127
http://heavens-above.com/
http://www.nasa.gov/
http://www.jaxa.jp/index_e.html 

conclusion

Enjoy your June observations. It could be a busy month...

Blake (astronomy at computer-ease dot com)
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